




issue might have *gasp* sold out just before you get 
there. 
So why not save yourself some potential grief and 
heartache and subscribe'? Not only are you guaranteed 
to receive each and every issue. .. not only will they be 
dropped right on your very doorstep, sparing you many 
expensive and potentially embarrassing hours on the 
road. .. but, as if this all weren’t enough, you’ll actually 

increases. (They do happen, you knc 
So subcribe today, and get your regi 

indexes, 



STAFF EDITORIAL by Gil Jorda 

Director; Mark Bondurant r. 
AT HOME WITH RICK GEARY 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS! 











PRESENTING THE 
LIMITED EDITION 

exclusively from MORSTUF 



FIRST CONICS 



HARRIER PURLISHING 



Her mother was the first-born of Caesar. 
Her father, a prince in his own land, a slave in Rome. 
She was renowned for her courage and ferocity in an age that 
demanded courage and ferocity of all. 

And when she needed them most, her strength and her bravery 
failed her. 
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□ SQUADRON SUPREME #9 

lANDJlBT 1-31 

a x-faCtor #4 

□ X-MEN #M5 ^ ^ 

Art/Cover. Barry Windsor-Smlth 

MARVEL EPIC COMICS 

11.^ 1,;U’S 

a GROO THE WANDERER #15 

j POWERMAN/IRON FIST #123 

.Bright & Acerno 

i ; THE PUNISHER #5 

Plot .Steven Grant 

Art Mike Vosburg 
[75* color comic: ships 1/21: newsstand t^s 

RED SONJA #13 

All by.Sergio Aragot 

□ THE ONE #5 
The American and Russian s 

□ THE THING #35 

Story Mike Carlin 
Art .'.Neary & DeMulder 

n THOR #367 
The new ruler of Asgard is crowned. 
Ribit. 
I7^"c& comic- shipT^i'e^nZss^ndo/s 

n TRANSFORMERS #16 

dl^ )' color'' 
□ SIX FROM SIRIUS II #4 
Jakosa seeks to tap the power of th 

Story.Doug Moen 
Art/Cover.Paul Gul 

e4.h 

Art^ , . , V^shire * 

i SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN 
#123 

Art/Cover.Geoff Isherwc 

Story Larry \bkata 
magaz/ne, sh,ps 1/14. 

, SAVAGE TALES #4 

1 SECTAURS #6 

Art^, . Ge'ser^* 

SOLOMON KANE #5 

Art"^.Perlin & Williams 

□ VISION AND THE SCARLET 
WITCH #7 

Power Man, Quicksilver, and Crystal 

Story.Steve Englehart 

□ WEB OF SPIDER-MAN #14 
Tying up the Golden Notebook subplot. 

Story.David Michelinie 

MARVEL STAR COMICS 

□ CARE BEARS #4 
"Scare Bear" 

cotorcomfc, ships 1/28. newss 

□ EWOKS#7 

Mount Sorrow. 
Story.Dave Manak 
Art/Cover. Kremer & D'Agostino 

[75* newsstand color comic: ships 11/12; news- 

□ HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS 
OF THE UNIVERSE #1 

Story.Ralph Macchio ^StoJy..Michael Cariln 
Art.Ron Wilson 

color com>c: sh.ps 1/21: newsstand o* 





HAWKMOON 
After Elric of Melnibone, Moorcock’s 

Eternal Champion Is on First—Again! 
British author Michael M 

Melnibone, the albino wi 

sesses and is possessed by hi: 
ck svrord, Stormbringer. 

tn adapted into 

ssell. The scripts most often were 
le by Roy Thomas, who (with 
chael T. Gilbert and George 
eman) is completing a seven-issue 
liseries adapting the second Elric 
3k, The Sailor on the Seas of Fate, 
First Cornics. 

together the threads of a 

Hawkmoon's arrival in comic book 

:ould presage the eventual appear¬ 
ance in graphic form of the whole 
stangeledf skein of the Eternal Cham- 

understand who Hawkmoon is, and 
what his significance is, both within 
the Eternal Champion cycle and 
within the growth of Moorcock's 

verse, and how they both develop^. 

Establishing a Multiverse 

Michael Moorcock was born outside 
London a few months ater the start 
of Wfarld VJar II. He's said his earliest 

die First Comics adaptation, where 

aspects of the Champion—the heroes 
Erekose, Prince Corum, and Dorian 
Hawkmoon—to become The-Four- 
WhoAre-One, were wiped from 

about Dorian Hawkmoon, whose 
first adventure. The jewel in the 
Skull, is being adapted into a four- 
issue mini-series for First Comics by 
Gerry Conway (whose adaptation of 

books at an early age, he found 
school boring, and was truant 
enough to keep from passing tests 
which would have allowed him to go 
on to higher education. His mother 

*h" 
professional journalist. 

During his early teens. Moorcock 
published several fanzines, including 
one on Edgar Rice Burroughs. At 15, 
he was selling articles and stories to 
the British comic weekly Tarzan 

orcock w; 
le left the 

oduced into 

While developing his fiction skills. 

In 1960 Moorcock was asked by 
premier British SF editor E.J. (TedI 
Carnell to write for his magazines 
Science Fiction Adventures and 
Science Fantasy. It would be in the 
pages of these magazines over the 
next four years that Moorcock would 
establish the four foundations of his 
heroic fantasy multiverse. 

The term "multiverse" itself was 
first used by Moorcock in his two 
stories for Science Fiction Adven¬ 
tures, 'The Sundered Worlds" and 
"Fh^BI'^Red Came." In these, the 

interpenetration became knov 
"The Conjunction of the M: 

The two Science Fiction A 

pouted his major efforts into the 
pages of Science Fantasy. There the 
first Elric story, 'The Dreaming City," 

preview by BILL GLASS 
January i, 
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vengeance sworn by the Baron Me//- - 
Hawkmoon—The 

Adaptation 

Dorian Hawkmoon 

aeople seldom expose their naked 
?s, preferring to live their lives 
hin the metallic animal masks 
ich proclaim their order and sta- 
). (The Order of the Pig are prison 
rds; the Order of the Mantis, royal capital city of Londra, he sees first¬ 

hand the madness at the i;feart of 

Havi'kmoon is pulled from his dun¬ 
geon by Baron Meliadus, who offers 
him his freedom if he will infiltrate 

"Personally" Conway said, "I don' 

ks as though it will be able to 
istand the Dark Empire's tide, the 
on on the south coast of France 
wn as the Kamarg. 
he Kamarg was once ruled by a 
erer, but he was thrown down by 

skull, and then went into the adve 

with four issues, we really didn't ha 



that vrorked on P. Craig Russell or 

"Rafael seems to have gone back 
to Barry Smith in his approach. At the 

abiy overdone, from First's reaction 
to it, but a very good look. And if he 

Skull's adaptation will be looser, 
Conway continues. "The rest of the 
novel adapts very nicely into three 
issues. have Hawkmoon's arrival 
in the Kamarg, his encounters with 
Count Brass, his attempts to betray 
them, and all the rest of that—that fits 

'The third issue is to be The Battle 

perfect sequence for an adaptation 
to comics. It's very cinematic; very 
emotional and dramatic. You've got 
the Good Guys and the Bad Guys, 
and this excellent campaign of con- 

with story. From that point, the adap¬ 
tation loosens up considerably. We 
go from page 18 to page 28 follow- 
ing the story of Dorian Hawkmoon's 
torment in Granbretan. Wfe end with 
a suitable cliff-hanger, which I prob¬ 
ably shouldn't tell you about because 
we want people to read the book.' 

Conway wants to be extremely 
faithful to Moorcock's actual lan¬ 
guage. This, and the compression re- 

Hawkmoon is unique among Moor¬ 
cock's heroic fantasy because of its 
technology. "It's the ultimate post¬ 

think of S science^ lL Arthllr C. 
Clart<e's Third Law says. Any suffi¬ 
ciently advanced technology is in¬ 
distinguishable from magic. The 

^ "It's interestin^You're going along 

we have these omithopters—loi 
like Vietname Hueys with hawk 
on them—coming in, and it 
like Apocalypse Now. And yo 

As for Kayanan's approach to Cran- 
bretanian culture itself: "Rafael's view 
is that it's the decadence of steel, the 
decadence of iron. It's almost 

He's portrayed in this black armo 
and everything, but it's really gleam 

and this excellent campaign of con¬ 
frontations [as Hawkmoon and his 
small guerilla band harries and baits 

V the battle to take place, and then 
^ th.e battle itself]. It just works real 

well. Moorcock ended up doing it 

chapter in the book. It's as if for the 

to that chapter, and then leading 
away from that chapter, that it was the 

Conway is obviously looking for- 

i ng lots of big pictures for that issue! 
And I think First will be very happy 
with that because that will be more 
like the Elric material by that point. 

'The fourth issue comes back to 
a compression of the storyline in 
which Hawkmoon goes off to find 
out howto get rid of the jewel in his 

Conway explains that the ii 
ences working on penciler Ri 

book—his character designs and his 
wor/ddesigns—are really an interes¬ 
ting departure from what he's been 

Will Elric's popularity carry over to 
Hawkmoon? Both adaptations are 
being done by writers—Roy Thomas 
on Elric and Gerry Conway on Hawk¬ 
moon—who have long appreciated 
Michael Moorcock's original works, 
and who are committed to preserv¬ 
ing as much of Moorcock's story and 
actual language as possible. 

readers.^ And.^ if 

with the idea of adapting the book 
eventually," Conway says. "1 think that 
tetralogy, the jerry Cornelius 
tetralogy, would be terrific as a 
comic. Though," he adds, "the last 
book would be a little strange." • 

32 Amazing Heroes #86 

‘ THE 
BOOK 
COMICS 
FANS 
HAVE 
BEEN 

j WAITING 
' FOR 1 

/A truly complete retrospec- I 
tive of the work of the man u 
who turned the comics M 
world on its ear! *■ 

imnfrr 

Focus On George Perez exhaustively encom¬ 
passes in one volume George Perez's entire 
career, from his days as a fan artist to the pin- 

A feature-length, timely interview with Perez, in 
which he talks about all the phases of his career. 
Conducted by Heidi MacDonald. 

Articles and analyses of the series Perez has 
worked on, such as The Avengers. Fantastic 
Four, Titans, Sons of the Tiger. Man-Wolf, and 

A complete checklist of Perez's comics work, in- * 
eluding work from pre-professional years. In- And of course. Perez’s own “visual resume” 
calculable aid in completing your Perez collec- his own career, replete with the fine detail that 
tions! Index listings include: comic title and issue is his trademark! 







LIOOK OUT FOR' 

^ACTloN-PAcKfP PACES 

Un=iLi4J 
SENSELESS violence- 

WGIRIS,Girls,GIRLS/ 

(S(S(f3)\ 

The coolest comic 
SZrZTZ”! newsstand. 

(Would we kid ya?) 
I 

I Coming this Christmas from 

effects of which she still could not 
precisely control. 

For the first time in her young life, 
Wanda began to grow away from 

Crystal and her teleporting relative 
Lockjaw appeared at an opportune 
moment and took Pietro to Milan for 

tastic Four #131-132, where Crystal 

#75), the Avengers accepted the 
now belonged to Quicksilver. Earlier 
Crystal had found herself unable to 

could probably have never loved a 
normal human, such as her boiste- 

January i, 



COME ONE, COME ALL 
TO THE 

FBEAESHOW 



Blackthorne Publishing, inc. 

P*R»E*S»E*N»T • S 

DICK TRACY 
Book #3 — Reuben Award Series 

In Blackthorne’s DICK TRACY 
Book 3, we meet an old friend. 

Vitamin Flintheart, who finds 
himself dangerouslii involved 
with one of Tracy’s most evil 

villians, “Influence!” We dare you 
to resist being hypnotized by this 

murderer! Our second story 
deals with a character named, 

“Hypo,” who robs wealthy homes 
using a magazine interview 

operation for a caver. 

72 Pages, Squarebound, 
Trade Paperback, Color Covers. 

DICK TRACY, Book 3 .$5.95 

SEND TO: BLACKTHORNE PUBLISHINGViNC. 786 Blackthorne Avenue. El Cajon, CA 92020 







Unsolicited opinion 
of a 

comics professional 

“I don’t read much of anything regularly. 1 sort of 

skim, or skip and toss the stuff. But right now, I’m 

really enjoying Megaton Man, from Kitchen Sink. 

“1 think it’s great. I thought the first issue was flaw¬ 

ed in that the satire was too specific, in that it was 

very much Marvel 1968—1 showed it to my wife and 

1 was falling out of my chair, and she didn’t laugh 

once. 1 showed her the second issue, and she thought 

it was a riot; the second issue is funny in and of itself. 

You know, it’s not funny simply because it’s satiriz¬ 

ing old Marvel stuff. ' 

“In fact, it almost seems that some of the stuff in 

there might be satirizing things /’m doing. They must 

be doing it just to frustrate me, 1 know that.” 

—artist John Byrne, 

as quoted in Comics Interview 

MEGATON MAN 
On sale now at your favorite comics shop. 

This advertisement is brought to you as a public service from Kitchen Sink Press. 

COMICS 
IN REVIEW 
by R« A* Jones 



COMICS IN REVIEW 



COMICS IN REVIEW 



COMICS IN REVIEW 
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small press watch by Scott McCloud 




